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Sociological researchers have studied the consequences of strong categorical
boundaries, but have devoted little attention to the causes and consequences of boundary
erosion. This study analyzes the erosion of categorical boundaries in the case of
opposing category pairs. The authors propose that categorical boundaries weaken when
the borrowing of elements from a rival category by high-status actors triggers emulation
such that the mean number of elements borrowed by others increases and the variance in
the number of elements borrowed declines. It is suggested that penalties to borrowing in
theform of downgraded evaluations by critics exist, but decline as the number ofpeers
who borrow increases. The research setting is French gastronomy during the period from
1970 to 1997, when classical and nouvelle cuisines were rival categories competing for
the allegiance of chefs. The results broadly support the authors'hypotheses, indicating
that chefs redrew the boundaries of culinary categories, which critics eventually
recognized. Implications for research on blending and segregating processes are
outlined.

runby the
de l'Ill, a restaurant
L'Auberge
Haeberlin family in Alsace, France, has
been continuously awarded three stars-the
highest ranking-by the Guide Michelin since
1970. But beneath this consistent quality, the
natureof the signaturedishes offeredto patrons
has undergonea remarkableseries of changes.
In 1970, a visitor to U'Aubergede L'Ill could
select frompureclassicalcuisinesignaturedishes such as Brioche de Foie Gras, Salmon
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Souffle,andNoisette de ChevreuilSaintHubert
(venison). Soon a rival category, nouvelle cuisine, emerged,and by 1980, pure nouvelle cuisine signaturedishessuchas Saladede Lapereau
(young rabbit)replaced some of the classical
cuisine signature dishes on the menu. Thus,
UAubergeshifted frombeing a purelyclassical
cuisine Frenchrestaurantto being a hybridone
featuringboth classical and nouvelle cuisines.
By 1995, the process of hybridizationhad
evolved further,with the dishes themselvesborrowing elements from both classical and nouvelle cuisines. In 1995, a patroncould choose
from ragofitde grenouilles poeles, petit chou
farci "ala choucroute et aux grenouilles (fried
frogs in stew, small cabbagestuffedwith sauerkrautand frogs) and supremede pigeonneauau
chou en crepinettes, pastilla d'abats au foie
d'oie (supremeof young pigeon with cabbage
in crepinettes and giblets pastilla with goose
liver). Stew and stuffedpreparationsare archetypal classical cuisine techniques, whereas
supreme and crdpinettesare nouvelle cuisine
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techniques.Pastillaand sauerkrautalludeto the
exotic influences of nouvelle cuisine, and the
adjective"small"connotes the nuance, refinement, and diminutivestypical of nouvelle cuisine.
This borrowingprocess blurredthe boundariesbetween the two rivalculinarycategories,
andthe menusof manyotherelite Frenchrestaurantsdisplayedthe same pattern.How did this
transformation
occur?How did borrowingerode
the categoricalboundariesbetweenthe two rival
cuisines? What were the consequences of borrowingfor establishedelite Frenchrestaurants?
These questionsarenot idiosyncraticto French
gastronomy,butpertainto an understudiedissue
in culturaland economic sociology: how blending processes erode categoricalboundaries.
Morethantwo decades ago, Blute (1979:55)
suggested that blending mechanisms may be
farmoreprevalentin social systemsthanamong
biological organismsand meritthe attentionof
socialtheorists.Yet,in theirwide-rangingreview
of the literature on boundaries, Lamont and
Molnar (2002:187) underscored the need to
study "key mechanismsassociatedwith the ...
bridging, crossing and dissolution of boundaries."It is importantnot to overemphasizethe
strength of segregating mechanisms because
blending processes work to erode boundaries
(Hannanand Freeman1989:57) even when the
categoriesin questionconstitutean oppositional
pair.One such blending process is recombination fueled by the copying or borrowingof the
elements from the rival category. Such
uncheckedborrowingis a type of bricolagethat
combineselementsfromboth categories,thereby attenuating boundaries unless it is constrained by segregating processes such as
externalsanctions.Althoughit is widely accepted that recombinationis a source of blending
(Aldrich, 1979; Axelrod and Cohen 2000;
Hannanand Freeman1989), therehas been little researchon how such recombinationentails
crossoverand weakens categoricalboundaries
in markets.
A study investigatingthe causes and consequences of borrowing in a world of oppositional category pairs is attractiveon a number
of counts.First,when the categoriesaredefined
in opposition to each other, boundaries are
strong,and they thus representan extremecase
compelling researchersto develop an account
of borrowingthatweakensboundaries.By con-

trast, boundaries are weaker when the categories are complementary because one can
simultaneouslybe a member of multiple categories (Rosa et al. 1999). Second, when categories exist in an oppositional pair and
boundariesarestrong,researchersmust address
the questionof how borrowingfrom a rivalcategory is even possible because it can compromise the authenticity of membership in a
category.Thus,oppositionalcategorypairspresent an opportunityfor understandingthe nature
of authenticity and its fabrication. Finally,
becauseonly two categoriesexist, thereis empirical tractability:-one can easily trackthe borrowingof techniquesor elements fromthe rival
category.
We suggest thatwhen categoricalboundaries
are strong because of segregating pressures,
borrowingis rare.Consequently,the meannumber of elements borrowedis low, and variance
in the number of elements borrowed is high.
Conversely,when categoricalboundariesweaken, the mean number of elements borrowed
increases, but variance in the number of elements borroweddeclines. Drawingon Peterson
(1997), we suggest thatauthenticitymeansboth
originalityandconformityto the conventionsof
a categoryor genre,andproposethatthe importantthing is to conform to some of the conventions most of the time. Building on the idea of
the Matthew effect (Merton 1968; Podolny
1993), we argue that high-status actors have
more latitude to be original, and can borrow
from a rivalcategory.We hypothesizethatborrowing by high-status actors jump-starts a
process of borrowingby other actors such that
the meannumberof elementsborrowedincreases and the variancedeclines.
We then turnto the effects of borrowingon
external valuations. Following DiMaggio
(1987), we discuss how classification systems
havetwo dimensions:hierarchyandpotency.We
elaboratethehierarchicalorganizationwithinan
oppositionalcategorypair,distinguishbetween
categorical purists and straddlers,and delineate how borrowingaffects theirfates. We suggest that borrowing leads to penalties when
boundaries are symbolically potent, and note
that the prevalenceof borrowinglowerspotency and the penalties for crossing categorical
boundaries.
We explore these issues in a study of French
haute cuisine restaurantsbecause it is the ulti-
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mate test case in which culturaldistinctionsare
salient in the realm of gastronomy.Just as a
researcherwould go to Silicon Valley to study
technologicalboundaries,we went to Franceto
understandthe operationof categoricalboundariesin the culinaryrealm.Frenchhautecuisine
occupies a centralplace in Frenchcultureand
exists as a gastronomicfield in which the primary product (food) is linked to secondary
intellectualdiscourse(Ferguson1998).The categories of cuisine consist of codes, and can be
empiricallyanalyzedas a set of elements:techniques, and ingredients(Ferguson2004:18).
At the startof the 1970s, the logic of classical cuisine defined the identityof Frenchchefs
until it was challenged by the rise of nouvelle
cuisine with its own distinctive logic and role
identitiesof chefs. Thus, classical and nouvelle
cuisines were two oppositionalcategorieswith
identifiable blueprints and codes of conduct.
The sociological puzzle is not only that classical cuisine faced a high-statuscompetitor,nouvelle cuisine, but also that borrowing-driven
bricolage blurredthe boundariesof both categories overtime. Inthe followingdiscussion,we
develop a theoretical explanation for the
antecedents of borrowing and its effects on
external evaluations by critics, then test the
resultinghypothesesin a studyof Frenchhaute
cuisine.
BOUNDARIES, BORROWING,
AND BRICOLAGE
In his insightful account of ethnic identities,
Barth(1969:15) suggestedthatit is the "boundary thatdefines the group,not the culturalstuff
that it encloses" and urged researchersto pay
attention to boundary dynamics. Building on
Barth'sinsight,Hannanand Freeman(1989:57)
postulatedthat segregatingprocesses establish
boundaries,whereas blending processes erode
boundaries. Although Hannan and Freeman
(1989:54-57) mentionedthattechnologicalfactorsandtransactioncosts maycreateboundaries,
they singled out institutionallydrivensegregation as the most importantprocess. Thus, in
their view, nominal differences become transformed into real differenceswith social consequencesthroughcollective action,endorsement
by powerful actors with the ability to impose
sanctions, or taken-for-grantedassumptions.

A canonical axiom in the social sciences is
that categories establish social and symbolic
boundaries,and therebyconstitutethe identity
of actors(DiMaggio 1997;Douglas 1986;Mohr
and Duquenne 1997; Tajfel and Turner 1979;
Zerubavel 1997). More recently, a number of
scholars have argued that strong categorical
boundaries are a prerequisitefor segregation,
suggesting that categoriesentail a code of conduct enforced by critics who have the power to
impose sanctions on code violators (Polos,
Hannan,and Carroll2002; Zuckerman1999).
In a series of papers,Zuckermanand his collaboratorsarguedthat conformity to categorical imperativesis necessary lest membersface
role conflict, confuse critics,andreceive penalties such as downgradedvaluations.According
to this line of reasoning,criticsmakejudgments
of similarityfirst, and then makejudgments of
taste(PhillipsandZuckerman2001; Zuckerman
1999;Zuckermanet al. 2003). These arguments
mesh well with accountsof how criticsarethird
parties who establish evaluative frameworks
(Becker 1991; Hirsch 1972). Carroll and
Swaminathan(2000) showedthatbecause craft
brewersweredefinedas the antithesisof"industrial"beers,contractbreweriesthatsourcedbeer
from mass producers but sought to portray
themselves as craft beers had lower vital rates
than microbrews and brewpubs. Similarly,
Zuckermanand Kim (2003) demonstratedthat
films classified as major films fared well in
the mainstreammarket,but flounderedin the art
house market.
However, categorical boundaries can be
undermined even in the case of oppositional
category pairs.This is shown by the following
studies of nonmarketcontexts. Stein (1997:25)
analyzed how feminists collectively contested
the dominant meaning of lesbianism, and
"reframedthe meaning[of homosexuality],suggesting that the boundariesseparatingheterosexuality and homosexuality were in fact
permeable."Otherstudieshavedepictednational borders as sites for creolization. Thus,
accountsof the MexicanAmericanbordershow
that the division of individuals into opposing
spheres such as "Mexican"or "American"has
been replaced by mixed categories such as
"Chicano,""Latino,"and"Hispanic"(Guti~rrez
1999).
Even in the case of opposed category pairs,
the "clarityof a set of boundariesis not a per-
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manent property of a set of classifications.
Rather,the realismof the distinction... depends
on the degree of institutionalizationthat has
occurred"(Hannanand Freeman1989:57) and
the strengthof blending processes that undermine boundaries. Although Hannan and
Freeman(1989:47-60) discussed randomdrift
through replication errors and personnel
turnoveras sources of blending, they emphasized that unconstrainedborrowing can erode
boundariesbetween forms and,by implication,
categories, unless constrainedby segregating
processes. Replication errors and personnel
turnoverare sources of random variation, in
contrast to borrowing, which is deliberate.
Moreover, replication errors and personnel
turnoveralterthe frequenciesof types, in contrastto borrowing,which fuels recombination
and creates new subtypes (Axelrod and Cohen
2000:40-42). Actors can borrowroutines,artifacts, and symbols from a rival category and
innovatively recombine them with elements
from their own category.A numberof anthropologists suggest thatindividualsarebricoleurs
who tinker,borrow,improvise,experiment,and
recombine existing elements (Douglas 1986).
This line of reasoningsuggests thata system of
categories and, more generally,"cultureis not
a unified system that pushes action in a consistentdirection.Rather,it is more like a "toolkit ... from which individuals select different

pieces" (Swidler 1986:277).
Although recombinationis widely depicted
as a sourceof innovation,thereis little research
on how the borrowingof culturalelementsfrom
a rival category weakens boundaries. Carroll
and Hannan(2000:67) noted thata code entails
cognitive recognition and imperativestanding
andmetaphoricallyreferredto two dimensions:
a blueprintcontaining a set of specifications
andrules of conductand penaltiesfor violating
them. To date, however,researchershave analyzed only the harmfulconsequences of crossing boundaries,therebyimplyingthatpenalties
preservethe blueprint.They have devotedlittle
attentionto the processes that lead to the mixing of blueprintsbelonging to opposing categories. In this context, borrowing leads to
crossover,and crossover,in turn,is a process of
"recombininggenetic contributionsfrom two
parents;..,. this mechanismcreatesnovel types
... by splicing togetherpieces of alreadyavailable genetic material" (Axelrod and Cohen

2000:42). Thus, borrowingweakens the sharpness and resonance of the boundaries of the
opposed categorypair.Hence, this study examining the causes and consequences of borrowing enables us to understand how altered
blueprintsaffect the operationof rules of conduct and the associated penalties for their violation.
For example, borrowing-based crossover
weakenedthe boundariesthatdividedblack and
white music in the 1950s (White and White
1993:85-88). The domains of black and white
music were segregatedduringthe 1950s, but the
boundarieswere weakenedby the movementof
songs. Thus, black Americans had three musical streams-black popular, gospel, and
blues/jazz-with an interlocking network of
performers, audiences, and creators. White
music too had three streams:disc jockey music
orTin PanAlley, countryandWestern,and folk.
The radiostations,recordingcompanies,agents,
critics, playing clubs, andperformersfor black
music were segregated from white music.
However,whitesborrowedfromblacks.Initially,
songs moved over only after they had been
resung and arrangedaccordingto the conventions of the white cluster. But soon, original
recordingsfromthe blackclusterearneda place
on the hit charts of the white cluster. These
songs received attention from the outlets and
networksin Memphisthatwereprominentin the
blackandwhite clusters.A consequenceof such
crossovers was a weakening of the boundaries
between black and white music, as epitomized
by Elvis Presley,and this process was fueled by
disc jockeys, reachinga zenith with the rise of
rock-and-roll.
ANDBOUNDARIES
BORROWING

Segregatingprocesses dominatewhen the categories areopposedto each otherandcriticsare
likely to levy sanctions on any code violation.
Therefore,most actorsbelonging to a category
do not borrowfrom a rival category.The small
numberof actorswho borrowarethose who borrow most of the time. As a result, the mean
numberof elements(p) borrowedfromthe rival
categoryfor each actoris likelyto be low,whereas the variance(o(2) in the numberof elements
borrowedis high. Conversely,when boundaries
are eroding, the mean numberof elements (p)
borrowedby an actor from the rival category
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increases, but the variance (0.2) in the number
of elements borroweddeclines. What increases

and decreases or2? More formally, how

ti
does
borrowing look when the boundaries of
categories are strong?
An answerto the aforementionedquestions
requires us to address the issue of how borrowingis evenpossiblewhencategoricalboundaries are strong and members have to be
authentic. A number of writers have pointed
out that authenticity contains two meanings:
authentic products and performances are (1)
of some
originaland(2) crediblerepresentations
cultural form (Fine 2004; Peterson 1997).
Performersare assessed "in reviews by critics
both in terms of known standardsand in terms
of originalityand freshnessof interpretation.It
is exactly in this contradictorysituation that
there is room for coding to develop" (White
and White 1993:10). In a related discussion,
Peterson (1997:150-4) pointed out that one
need not conform to all the conventions of a
genre all the time; instead,what is importantis
to conform to some of the conventionsmost of
the time. Hence, authenticityentails a tension
between innovation and control, and presupposes a space for borrowingand crossover of
materials. For example, country music has a
numberof conventions (appearance,vocalization, setting,andexpressivecontrol),yet neither
John Denver nor Olivia Newton-John conformed to the conventionsconcerningappearance and expressive control, but still were
recognized, respectively, as Country Music
Entertainerof theYearin 1975 andBest Female
Artist in 1974. Thus, "boundaries in social
action are not given facts.... Boundaries are
instead,subtleand complex productsof action"
(White 1992:127).
Put anotherway, a "boundaryfor a population is a theory... ratherthansome singularout-

come," and "gets recognized

from .

. .

a

frequency of distribution of sets of social
actions" (White and White 1993:103). What
kinds of actionslead to the reshapingof boundaries? Becker (1978) contended that the definition of boundariesshifts over time according
to the actions of influential actors. In particular, high-statusactors can borrow from a rival
category and depart from codes of conduct
becausetheirsocial acceptanceis unquestioned.
To be sure,low-statusactorsalso can defy social
conventionsbecause they have little to lose and

are marginal (Phillips and Zuckerman2001).
However, borrowing by high-status actors is
differentin two respects.
First,the theory of the Mattheweffect maintains that high-status actors not only receive
more creditfor doing tasks identicalto those of
lower status actors, but also are shielded from
penalties (Podolny 1993). Consequently,highstatus actors have leeway in how much they
should conform to the conventions of a genre,
and can innovate through cross-category borrowingand stillbe protectedagainstaccusations
that they are not authentic.
Second,borrowingby high-statusactorsleads
to emulation by others. A number of studies
also indicate that high-status actors are more
likely to be imitatedbecausethey arevisiblerole
models (Haunschild and Miner 1997; Strang
and Soule 1998). Moreover, geographically
proximate role models are more influential
because they are more accessible and more
available to a focal actor (Hedstrom 1994).
Borrowingby geographicallyproximatehighstatusactorsis the fodderof storiesand,in turn,
these "communicablespeculationsby actorsof
recurrentacts by others"(White 1992:127)trigger subsequentborrowingand reducevariance.
Therefore,we test the following hypotheses:
Hypothesis 1: The more high-statusactorsborrow elements from a rival category in the
prior year in a region, the higher is the
mean numberof elements borrowedin the
focal year.
Hypothesis2: The more high-statusactorsborrow elements from a rival category in the
prioryear in a region, the loweris the variance in the numberof elements borrowed
in the focal year.
BoRROWING,CRITICS,ANDPENALTIES

DiMaggio (1987:445-51) suggested that any
system of categories has two significant properties: the hierarchical organization of categories andthe symbolic potency of boundaries.
Systems of categoriesvary in theirhierarchical
organization(DiMaggio 1987:447)becausestatus is not only an attributeof individuals,but
also an attributeof categoriesthemselves(Jasso
2001). One line of argumentis that the sharper the definition of a category, the greaterare
its claims to authenticityand categoricalpuri-
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ty, andthe higheris its standingand those of its
members.Hybridcategorieslack sharpnessand
suffer from lower standing (Carroll and
Swaminathan2000). However,sharpcategorical boundariesalso increase risks of contamination. When actors belonging to sharp and
focused categories make claims to categorical
purity, and yet borrow elements from a rival
category, they run the risk of contaminating
theiridentity.Althoughthey are advantagedby
virtue of belonging to a sharpand focused category, they have more to lose when their customarymarkersdisappearand their identity is
contaminatedbecause of mergerwith another
group(Lieberson,Dumais,andBaumann2000).
Therefore,we test the following hypotheses:
Hypothesis 3a: The greaterthe claim to categorical purity, the less likely is a downgrade in externalevaluations.
Hypothesis 3b: Those who claim categorical
puritybut borrowfroma rivalcategoryare
likely to receive a downgradein external
evaluations.

what is appropriateand legitimate(Scott 2001),
and these understandingsnot only extend to
critics, but also reshapetheir understandingof
categorical boundaries. Thus, the borders of
categories are porous, and the critic is an "expost teller of tales"(White andWhite 1993:57).
Criticsdo not "imposeupon but ratherobserve
and dissect regularitiesin artworks"(Whiteand
White 1993: 60).
Second, widespread borrowing increases
costs for critics-the costs of detecting violations andjustifying penalties for critics. In this
sense, the critic is a "flexible priest ... bringing togetherartisticliturgiesof celebrationand
accountingin new andflexiblerhetorics"(White
and White 1993:10). Therefore,we test the following hypothesis:
Hypothesis5: The greaterthe numberof actors
who borrowelements from a rival category, the less likely is borrowingby a focal
actor to lead to a downgrade in external
evaluations.

Boundaries are symbolically potent when
workis classified into a few categories.In such
cases, boundaries are easily defended. When
boundariesare potent, conformity to the code
of a conductenablesan actorto be perceivedas
authentic (Baron, 2004). In such cases, borrowing violates rules of conduct, triggering
rejectionfrom criticsand consumers,and inviting downgradesin valuation(Polos, Hannnan,
andCarroll2002; Zuckerman1999;Zuckerman
and Kim 2003). Therefore, see the following
hypothesis:
Hypothesis 4: The greaterthe extent to which
actors borrow elements from a rival category, the more likely is a downgrade in
externalevaluations.

FRENCHHAUTECUISINE

However,boundariesaresymbolicallypotent
only when they are universally shared
(DiMaggio 1987:449). Sanctions against borrowing are likely to decline as borrowing
becomes more common in the social field for
two relatedreasons. First,the greaterthe fraction of actors who borrowfrom a rival category andthe morerepeatedthe code violations,the
weakerare defaults and the less severe are the
critics' sanctions against borrowing (Polos,
Hannan,and Carroll2002). Sheer prevalence
createstaken-for-grantedunderstandingsabout

We chose Frenchhautecuisine as the settingfor
an investigationof the aforementionedhypotheses because, as mentionedearlier,it is the ultimate test case for understandingthe salience of
boundaryissues. We first outline how French
hautecuisine featurestwo opposing categories,
classicalandnouvellecuisine,each of whichhas
an identifiable code of conduct and elements.
Thereafter,we discuss the role of the Guide
Michelin,a premiercritic whose ratingsdefine
the identity of chefs, and whose guide has the
widest circulation.Subsequently,we elaborate
how the borrowingof techniques and ingredients was the mechanismof boundarybreaching.
To gain a contextualunderstandingof French
haute cuisine, we consulted a wide array of
texts and interviewed a panel of experts.
Specifically, we interviewed a dozen elite
Frenchchefs with one, two, or threestars.Some
had lost a star, and some had gained a star.
Some chefs worked in restaurantsthat included a complementary hotel service. Some
belonged to the top-end luxurious voluntary
chain Relais et Chateaux. Some had received
prestigioustrophies,titles, or distinctions.Some
published cooking books on a regular basis,
and some were membersof the leading profes-
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sional association in the field, the Maitres
Cuisiniers de France. We interviewed half a
dozen culinaryjournalistsandgastronomiccritics, and half a dozen retiredchefs and faculty
membersfromculinaryartscolleges. Finally,we
had the privilege of interviewingthree inspectors from the Guide Michelin, who, given the
Secrecy Policy of the Michelin guide, chose to
be anonymous.
ANDNOUVELLE
CLAssICAL
CUISINE
AS OPPOSING
CODES
The origins of classical cuisine are traceable
back to the French Revolution of 1789
(Ferguson1998). However,it was not until the
turn of the 20th century and George Auguste
Escoffier's legacy that the Classical Cuisine
was theorized. In his Guide Culinaire (1903),
which remainsa centraltext in the trainingof
professional cooks even to the present day,
Escoffier (1847-1935) conceived of classical
cuisine as a codified grammarof culinarypractice: a productcan be cooked in differentways,
served with differentsauces, andaccompanied
with different fillings. Escoffier's guide was
issued in several editions, and remained the
dominantorthodoxyuntil it was underminedby
the nouvelle cuisine movement.
In 1970, a group of young Frenchchefs led
by Paul Bocuse, Michel Guerard,the Troisgros
brothers,andAlain Chapelinventeda free-form
style of cooking. The initialchampionsof nouvelle cuisinewere youngchefs who hadto climb
up the ladderof stardomand acquiresociopolitical legitimacy. Often, these activists were
fromthe regions.Thus,Bocuse, Chapel,andthe
TroisgrosbrothershailedfromLyon,Haeberlin
was fromAlsace, and so forth.Only Delaveyne
among the early activists was from Paris.
Culinary journalists such as Christian Gault
and HenriMillau christenedtheir style as nouvelle cuisine, codified it, postulated the Ten
Commandments of nouvelle cuisine, and
launcheda culinaryguide called Gault-Millau.
Ferguson(2004:106) noted that "cuisine, or
culinarycodes concernsproduction;its injunctions are largely instrumental;... gastronomy
pertains to consumption." Fischler (1993)
described the codes of classical and nouvelle
cuisine using five dimensions: culinaryrhetoric, rules of cooking, archetypal ingredients,

role of the chef, and organizationof the menu.
Table 1 provides a summary.
In classical cuisine, the culinary rhetoric
reveals the emphasis on conservatism and
preservation. Often, dishes had the names of
places, noblemen, or mythological characters
associated with them (Neirinck and Poulain
1997). Moreover,cooking consisted of applying two specific rulesandassociatedtechniques:
conformation to the rules formulated by
Escoffier and sublimation of the ingredients
such that the raw material is visually transformed. Fischler (1993:238) summarizedit as
follows: "The art of the cook consisted in
accommodating,in transforming,in metamorphosing the raw material,to put it from Nature
to Culture."Classical cuisine used river fish,
game, and cream sauces as staple ingredients.
The chef lacked power and creative freedom,
and it was the waiterwho was morevisible than
the chef. The menus were long, and vision was
the critical sense.
By contrast,the culinaryrhetoricof nouvelle
cuisine emphasized innovation,and the appellations dished referredto poetry and imagination ratherthannamesof placesor nobles(Weiss
2001:233-4). Nouvelle cuisine relied on the
rules of transgression and acclimatization
(Fischler 1993). Transgression consisted of
using unconventionaltechniques:dishes mixing
meat and fish, salads mixing vegetables and
foie gras, or pot au feu featuring fish.
Acclimatization was the importing of exotic
foreign cuisine techniques and ingredients,
notably from Japanand the formercolonies of
France(Beaug6 1999). The ingredientsof nouvelle cuisine were fruits, vegetables, potatoes,
aromaticherbs,exotic ingredients,and sea fish.
In summary,"the object of the culinary arts is
no more the metamorphosisof the food product, but the revelation of its essential truth"
(Fischler 1993:238). Nouvelle cuisine used
fruitsand vegetables,placedthe chef at the creative centerof the enterprise,andrequirednarrow menus.
THERISEOFNOUVELLE
CUISINEAS A RIVAL
o? CLASSICAL CUISINE

Nouvelle cuisine arose as an identity movement thatcritiquedclassical cuisine for its constraintson autonomy and offered a new logic
and role identityemphasizingexpandedauton-
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Table 1. CategoryTypesin FrenchGastronomy
Nouvelle Cuisine
ClassicalCuisine
Names of dishesreferto rhetoric,memory, Appellationsrefer to poetry, imagination
CulinaryRhetoric
and evocation: Small ('petit'),
andlegitimacy.
Diminutives, '6minc6', 'all6g6'.
Symphonie,Trilogie,Menu,Assiette,etc.
= stayingin conformitywith Transgression= using old cooking techConformation
CookingRules
Escoffier'sprinciples(e.g., gratins and
niqueswithnew ingredients,orusingold
cookingtechniqueswith old ingredients,
quenelles, terrines,pat6s, confits, jamyet for which these cooking techniques
bons).
werenotlegitimate:mixingmeatandfish,
saladmixingvegetablesandfoie gras,Pot
au feu with fish.
Sublimation= sublimatingthe ingredients: Acclimatization= importing"exotic"forbrioches, crofites, farces, chaussons,
eign cuisinetraditions,notablyseasoning
vol auvent,sauces,flambages, and spices:Freshpasta,raviolis,cannelcroustades,
Chateaubriand.
loni,cheesecake,carpaccio,risotto,tajine.
ArchetypalIngredients High game, shellfish,cream,poultry,river Fruits,vegetables,potatoes,aromaticherbs,
exotic ingredients,sea fish.
fish.
Restaurateur(rarelythe owner,and never Chefis at centerof operations.Since"servChef Role
ice A la japonaise"(service throughthe
the cook) has powerin roomsof luxury
hotels and palaces. Classical service is
plateandserviceundera "cloche")waitorganizedthroughthe saucepan.Waiters ers no moreintervenein process.
cut andserve dishes,blazepreparations.
Ritualsareoutsidethe plate.
MenuOrganization
Extremelylong menu, almostall classical Very narrow menu. No inventories to
increasefreshness.Consumingis a shortNeedforlargeinvendishesareregistered.
is
er
freshness.
less
hence
ceremony.Relatedartis Painting(two
tories,
Consuming
a long ceremony. Related art is
dimensions):service throughthe plate
leads cooks to add products only for
Architecture(three dimensions).Relief
estheticalreasons.Colors,contrasts,and
andcontoursareimportant.One sense is
critical:vision,
decoration,andthe five sensesareimportant

omy.Nouvelle cuisine'sgrowthas a high-status
rivalof classicalcuisinewas fueledby the growing sociopolitical legitimacy thatnouvelle cuisine activists derived from their expanding
positions in the professional society of French
chefs (Maitres Cuisiniers de France), and by
journalistswho playedthe role of theorists,codified the practicesof nouvelle cuisine activists,
celebratedconversionstories, gave visibility to
defectors from classical to nouvelle cuisine,
and fostered a shared symbolic environment
for chefs and the public to appreciatenouvelle
cuisine. The defections of peers from classical
cuisine to nouvelle cuisine and the gains that
accrued to prior defectors fueled furthernouvelle cuisine (Rao, Monin, and Durand2003).
The abandonmentof classical cuisine for
nouvelle cuisine was not a binary process in
whichchefs changedovernightfromone cuisine
to anotherby replacingall three of their classical cuisine signaturedishes with threenouvelle

cuisine signaturedishes. Such wholesale defections were riskybecausethey entailedan abrupt
change in identity and imposed severe coordinationcosts. Predictably,such wholesale defection was rare.Instead,chefs resortedto partial
defection, changing their dishes over time or
includingat least one nouvelle signaturedish in
their repertoire of three signature dishes. By
1986, 50 percent of all chefs had one or more
nouvelle cuisine dishes in their repertoire of
threesignaturedishes (Rao, Monin,andDurand
2003).
FROMTHERIVAL
OFELEMENTS
BORROWING
CATEGORY

In contrastto partialdefection,chefs also could
borrowtechniques fromthe rival cuisine. Such
acquisitionof techniquesfromthe rivalcuisine
allowed chefs to become optimally distinctive
(Brewer 1991), that is, to belong to a social
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orderandyet standout within thatsocial order.
Moreover,borrowingwas less disruptivethan
changing signaturedishes, and it also allowed
chefs to be innovative.
Classical cuisine and nouvelle cuisine were
not rigidorthodoxies,but theoriesthatcould be
appropriatedby chefs (Ferguson2004). Indeed,
culinary journalists such as Henri Gault and
ChristianMillau depictedEscoffier and classical cuisine as rigid, and portrayednouvelle as
an oppositionalcategory.In this sense, the nouvelle cuisine was created more in the pressroom and less in the kitchens. However, our
informantsemphasizedthatchefs blendedcooking techniquesfromrivalcuisines andbreached
the boundariesof culinarycategoriesto be innovative.
Chefs could follow six options. First, chefs
could adhereto the norms of classical cuisine
by using only the cookingtechniquesand ingredients associated with that category. Second,
chefs could scrupulouslyconform to the cooking techniquesand ingredientsof nouvelle cuisine. Third, chefs could signal a hybrid
identity-two of the signature dishes could
belong to classical (or nouvelle) genre, with
the remainingdish in the nouvelle (or classical)
genre. In all cases, the signaturedishes adhered
to the rules of the genre, so patronscould have
a choice of classical and nouvelle cuisine dishes faithfullyexecutedaccordingto the conventions of the genre. Fourth,a chef's signature
dishes could be in the classical categoryandyet
borrowelements from nouvelle cuisine. Fifth,
a chef's signaturedishescouldbe in the nouvelle
category and yet drawon elements from classical cuisine.Finally,chefs couldfollow a hybrid
approach(two of their signaturedishes falling
in one genre and the remainingdish falling in
the othergenre), with the dishes in each cuisine
borrowingtechniques from a rival cuisine.
AS A CRITIC
GUIDEMICHELIN

Haute cuisine restaurantsare subjected to a
very different process of social control than
other casual dining establishmentssuch as the
fast food joint, the bouchon, the bistro, or, for
that matter,the brasserie.In the case of haute
cuisine restaurants,critics andtheirtexts mediate the relationship between consumers and
producers.These critics,as Ferguson(2004:17)
aptly noted, are concerned with "the imposi-

tion ofform to regulatethe individualappetite"
and contributeto the "intellectualizationand
aesthetizationthat counter the materialityand
ephemeralityof food."The critics therebyhelp
to "make a private experience into a public
order" (italics ours). Moreover,the texts produced by the critics on haute cuisine restaurants are avidly read by the consumers:
"Whereasfood calls for eaters, a culinary culturecontendswith a differentsort of consumer,
the reader-dinerswhose consumption of texts
rivals their ingestion of food" (Ferguson
2004:17). Such criticismprovidesa literaryand
rhetoricalfoundationfor cuisine and gastronomy.
In Frenchhaute cuisine, the GuideMichelin
is the most influential critic, outstripping
Gault-Millauin circulationandstandingamong
the chefs and readers.The anonymous inspectors are full-time Michelin employees.They do
not specialize by cuisine type, are regularly
rotated so as not to returnto the same establishment for several years, and receive a significant culinary training. One informant
summarized the role of training as follows:
"You need to taste truffles 30 times to assess
whethera chef cooks it well. Trainingin tasting
trufflesis a key to tell whethera chef cooks truffles well. The sensorial experience is important, as well as the ability to express one's
feelings. Manypeople can taste but cannotverbalize what they feel. Culinarycritic gets closer to oenology and wine tasting."
Our interviews with the inspectors of the
GuideMichelinshowedthatthe evaluationproceeds in two stages: classification and then
judgment of taste. The Guide Michelin asks
chefs to nominatethree "signaturedishes"that
telegraphthe style of cookingdone in the restaurant,andrequiresthatthese dishesbe servedregularly to customers. Interviewswith our panel
of experts revealed that the three "signature
dishes" nominated by each elite chef to the
Guide Michelin were markers that conveyed
the identityof the chefs to externalcritics such
as Guide Michelin inspectors.
The Guide Michelin confers a maximum of
three starsto a restaurant.One starmeans that
has a good table;two starsimplythat
a restaurant
a restaurantis wortha detour;andthreestarsare
reservedfor restaurantswortha specialjourney.
When asked as to whether surroundingsinfluenced the number of stars, one informant
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emphatically asserted: "Journalistsmay take
into accountthe ambianceandsurroundings,the
atmosphere,andthese elementscan compensate
for the plate.We DON'T.Onlythe qualityof the
plate counts."The GuideMichelindoes not provide reasons for downgrades, and one of the
inspectorscharacterizedit as a "silentcritique."
For chefs, the loss of a star is a source of personal anguish and pain, and a blow to their
identity. Marc Menneau, who lost one of his
three stars, once spoke about "mourningfor a
child."
AND
BORROWING
OFELEMENTS
GUIDEMICHELIN

Our interviews with inspectors and other
informantsindicatedthatborrowingof elements
posed new challenges. One inspector said,
"Before, we had our scale, the respect to
Escoffier. We could tell how a Tournedos
Rossini should be done. Now it requireseven
more discernment.We have to think more, it is
more uncertain; ... since variety is increasing,

it is difficult to perceive the chef's potential."
Other informantswere of the view that widespread borrowing had redefined the understandingof critics,andone observerpointedout
the new challenges that critics face: "It seems
that critiques converge toward homogeneous
judgments, since they do not have a codified
body of expertiseanymore(withblurredboundaries and nouvelle cuisine).... Critics themselves need to be legitimized by ... chefs and

thereforeadaptto theirtastes andpreferences."
DATA AND METHODS
Ourpanel of intervieweessuggested thathaute
werethosethatmeritedinclucuisinerestaurants
sion in the GuideMichelin-the most comprehensive, authoritativeand widely disseminated
guide in which experts rank chefs (Ferguson
1998). We restrictedour attentionto haute cuisine restaurants.First,as mentionedearlier,the
categoriesof classical cuisine andnouvelle cuisine apply to elite haute cuisine restaurants
rather than casual dining establishments.
Second, haute cuisine restaurantshave critics
who intellectualizeand formalizecuisine forthe
reader-diner.Third,the Guide Michelin is not
identified with classical or nouvelle cuisine,
and its ratingsarethe most influentialin France.

By contrast,Gault-Millau favorsnouvelle cuisine; its authorsplayed a role in the construction of nouvelle cuisine. Fourth, the Guide
Michelinis the only culinaryguide thatprovides
details about chef-nominatedsignaturedishes.
Signaturedishesarenotnominatedonly with the
evaluatorin mind,but also have to be served to
customers as part of regularbusiness. Finally,
in relyingon evaluationsfromone critic,we also
follow anotherstudy by Benjaminand Podolny
(1999), who also relied on ratings from one
industryguide.
We started our window of observation in
1970 when the nouvelle cuisine movement
appearedon the culinary landscape.We ended
our window of observationin 1997 because by
then the logic of nouvelle cuisine was being
breachedby two trends:the growth of cuisine
sous contratand cuisine rassurrante.Undercuisine sous contrat,the chef and owners (using
hospitality firms) have a written and explicit
contractin which both cooperateto develop the
company'simage.The cuisine sous contratsystem lightens the burdenof the chefs in significant ways. They are no more required to be
profitable, losses being expected and compensated for with related gambling or hospitality
businesses. In parallel, some chefs who had
workedin high-statusthree-starredrestaurants
also led a renegade movement, wherein they
wantedto make "comfortfood" or cuisine rassurrantein less ostentatioussurroundings.
DYAD YEAR
CHEF-RESTAURANT
AS THEUNITOFOBSERVATION

Although our interestwas in how the culinary
categories of chefs shapedtheir status,we also
were sensitive to how chefs were embeddedin
restaurants.On the one hand, chefs embodied
the culinarymodel of the restaurant,whereason
the other,restaurantswere the vehicle by which
theseculinarymodelswereexpressed.Ourpanel
of expertssuggestedthatthe appropriateunit of
analysis was the chef-restaurantdyad because
elite chefs decide on the choice of cuisine, and
also move from one restaurant to another.
Accordingly, our dataset consisted of
chef-restaurantdyad years.
The GuideMichelin'spolicy is thatwhen an
existing chef moves froman originrestaurantto
a destination restaurant,the origin restaurant
gets to keep its numberof star(s),but the next
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year,the numberof starsis adjustedon the basis
of new visits by its anonymousinspectors.The
new chef eithermaintainsthe rank,or the restaurantgets regraded.A similar policy applies to
the destinationrestaurant.It retainsits previous
number of stars, if any, and then is evaluated
afresh in the next year and regraded.This policy reducesthe risk of a downgradebecause of
a poorinitialmatchbetweena chef anda restaurant.In the following discussion, we define the
dependentandindependentvariablesusedto test
the hypotheses,as well as the controlvariables
used in our analysesof the causes of borrowing
and the effects of borrowingon downgrades.
ANTECEDENTS
OFBORROWING

I AND
(HYPOTHESES
2)
To test Hypothesis 1, we used the count for the
number of techniques borrowed from a rival
cuisine. Hypothesis 2 was tested with the variance in the number of techniques borrowed
from a rival cuisine. In both cases, we chose to
focus on techniques rather than ingredients
becausethe formerare sharplydefined carriers
of culturalmaterial(Scott 2001). By contrast,
ingredients are weaker cultural markers.
Accordingly, the number of techniques borrowed was defined as the numberof classical
techniques used to make a nouvelle signature
dish, or the numberof nouvelle techniquesused
in makinga classical signaturedish. We aggregated these dish-based counts by chef-restaurantdyad for each year.
The number of geographically proximate
high-statusborrowerswas computedas follows.
We defined high-statusborrowersas those who
had one or more stars, had not experienced a
downgradein theircareers,and hence had consistent standingand were in the same region as
the focal chef-restaurantdyad. For each year,
we summedthe numberof such actorsandmultiplied them by the number of stars and the
number of techniques they borrowed from a
rivalcategory.We did so to account for the fact
that borrowingby a three-starchef was more
consequential than borrowing by a one-star
chef. This count was logged and lagged by a
year.
We sought to control for a numberof other
influenceson the antecedentsof borrowing.We
distinguishedbetweencategoricalpurists(those
whose signaturedishes were all-nouvelleor all-

classical)and straddlerswho had signaturedishes in both categories. A chef was classified as
all-nouvelle when all three signature dishes
were in the nouvelle cuisine category.
Analogously, a chef was classified as all-classical when all threesignaturedishes were in the
classical cuisine category.The hybridcategory
consisting of those who distributedtheir signaturedishesacrossnouvelleandclassicalcuisines
was defined as the reference category (see the
next section for more details about the construction of this variable). We controlled for
the tenure of a chef in a restaurantto discern
whether newer chefs tended to borrow more
than older chefs, and logged and lagged the
variable. We controlled for the resources of
restaurants.Because restaurantsare privately
owned, it was not possible to gather data on
annual sales or profits. We therefore used the
numberof rooms attachedto the restaurantas
a proxy for resource availability,logging this
variablebecause of its skewness and lagging it
by a year.Because chefs in largecities aremore
likely to have access to information,we created a variabletermed"distanceto Paris"(measuredin kilometers)to accountfor location.This
variablealso was lagged by a year and rescaled
by 1,000. Higher-pricedrestaurantsusually are
more likely to engage in experimentation,so we
gathereddata on the price of a prix fix menu,
but divided it by 1,000 and lagged it by a year.
Perceived skill was measured through the
conferral of the un des Meilleurs Ouvriers de
France award (MOF, or "One of the Best
Craftsmenof France").We coded this through
a dummy variableset to I after the awardand
lagged by a year. We also included as controls
the priornumberof downgrades,the priornumber of upgradesexperiencedby a chef-restaurant dyad, the prior number of stars, and the
cumulative number of changes made by the
chef-restaurantdyad. Each of these variables
was lagged by a year. Details of correlations
among the variablesareavailableon the Online
Supplement (see Table Sl on the ASR Online
Supplement:
http://www2.asanet.org/
journals/asr/2005/toc048.html).
To test our predictionsaboutthe mean number of techniquesborrowedand variancein the
techniques borrowed,we used the generalized
negative binomial regression model, which
allowed us simultaneously to model heterogeneity in the mean and heterogeneity in the
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variance parameter. The baseline model for
event count data is the well-known Poisson
process, which presumesthatthe mean of yearly counts is equal to the variance,but because
the variance in the series of yearly counts is
likely to exceed its mean and create overdispersion,the negativebinomialregressionmodel
is used.Here,the expectedcountE(Y) = t, and,
in turn,

cuisine category who did not borrowany techniques fromthe classical category.All-nouvelle
borrowerswere those who had three nouvelle
signaturedishes,butborrowedone or moretechniques from classical cuisine. All-classical borrowers were chefs who had three nouvelle
signaturedishes,butborrowedone or moretechniques fromnouvellecuisine. Hybridborrowers
were chefs who distributedtheirsignaturedishes acrossnouvelleandclassicalcuisinesandborlit = exp(pxt),
rowedtechniques.Finally,hybridnonborrowers
where p is a vector of coefficients, and x is a
were those who spread their signature dishes
vector of independent variables measured at
across both cuisines, but did not borrow any
time t. The generalized event count model also
techniqueswhenmakingthe signaturedish.They
were the referencecategory.Ourexpectationfor
allows the variance of the event count to be a
function of a set of covariates such that (r2 =
Hypothesis3a was thatall-classicalandall-nouvelle nonborrowerswould have lower hazards
exp(y-xt),wherey is a vectorof coefficients,and
x is a vectorof independentvariablesmeasured of a downgrade, and our expectation for
at time t.
Hypothesis3b was thatall-classicalandall-nouvelle borrowerswould have higher hazards of
Becauseourdatasetconsistedof chef-restaurant dyad years, there was within-cluster
downgrade,as comparedwith the referencecatwe
of
and
used
egory.
dependence yearlyobservations,
We coded signaturedishes accordingto the
a robust estimator or Huber-White sandwich
rules of classical and nouvelle cuisines, as statestimator to obtain the results. We used the
ed in Fischler(1993) and Neirinckand Poulain
gnbreg routine in STATA8.0 to estimate our
models.
(1997). Wedesigneda computerprogramto code
signaturedishes (duringour period)in terms of
fell into classical or nouvelle cuiwhether
OF
BORROWING
CONsEQUENCES
(HYPOTHESESsine. A they dish was
classified as classical
signature
T
3 5)
or nouvellecuisinewhen it met the followingcriTo test Hypotheses 3 to 5, we used the rate of
teria.The nameof thedishhadto fit withthe culidowngradeas the dependentvariable.The Guide
naryrhetoricof the cuisine:morethanhalf of the
Michelinawardsstarsrangingfromzeroto three
ingredients had to be from the category, and
to restaurants,and a downgradewas defined as
morethanhalfof thecookingtechniquesalso had
a reductionin starscomparedwith the previous
to be fromthe category.Wethenextracteda random sampleof 400 dishesandaskedtwo experts
year's rating.The dependent variable was the
instantaneoushazardrateof downgrade,defined
to code these signaturedishes into the classical
as
andnouvellecategories.The ratersdid not know
each other,and the interraterreliabilitywas 95
< T< t + dt, I T >t]
percent.Wealso estimatedthe matchbetweenthe
r(t)=limPr[t
dt
dt 1
ratings of the ratersand those of the computer
where r(t) is the hazardrate of a downgradeat
program,and founda 95 percentdegree of relitime t, and Pr[.] is the probabilityof a downcodability,so we used our computer-generated
grade occurringbetween times t and t + tdt.
ing of chef-restaurantdyads.
To test Hypothesis 3a and 3b, we distinTo test Hypothesis 4, the number of techguished chefs on the basis of their categorical
niques borrowedby the focal actorwas defined
as the number of nouvelle cuisine techniques
purity.Accordingly,a chef was classified as an
all-classical nonborrowerwhen all three signaused to make a classical signaturedish, andvice
turedisheswere in the classicalcuisinecategory
versa.The dish-basedcountswereaggregatedby
and the chef did not borrow any techniques
chef-restaurantdyad and lagged by a year.
from the nouvelle category. Analogously, an
To test Hypothesis 5, we computedthe proall-nouvellenonborrowerwas defined as a chef
portion of chefs who had borrowedtechniques
with all three signaturedishes in the nouvelle
from a rival category in Franceevery year, log-
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ging andlaggingit by a year.A chef was defined
as blending techniques when at least one signaturedish used techniquesfrom classical and
nouvelle cuisines. We summed the number of
such chefs who blended cuisines and divided
themby the totalnumberof chefs. Wetheorized
that unlike chefs influenced by high-status
actors,critics are likely to be influencedby the
sheer prevalence of borrowing on a national
basis, especiallygiven the rotationof inspectors
across restaurantsand regions.
We used tenure,numberof rooms, location,
price, MOF,priordowngrades,priorupgrades,
and prior stars as controls. Additionally, we
accountedfor explanationsrooted in structural
inertia.Models of structuralinertiasuggest that
changes in the organizationalcore can recreate
liabilities of newness and undermineexternal
evaluations(Carrolland Hannan2000; Hannan
and Freeman 1989). Following Barnett and
Carroll (1995), we distinguished between the
content and process effects of changes. We
defined a content change as a change in the
signaturedishby a chef andcoded it as a dummy
variableset to 1 in the year of change, which
remainedset to 1 thereafter.To get at the process
effects of change,we createda measureof time
elapsed since change, and also had an interaction term: content change x age of the
chef-restaurantdyad. Here, we used the tenure
of the chef in a restaurantratherthanthe age of
the restaurantbecause our panel of experts felt
that organizations went through a rebirthing
process, frequentlyimportingnew staff when a
new chef arrived.We also createda counterfor
the cumulativenumberof changes in signature
dishes undertakenby the chef-restaurantdyad.
Informationon the correlations among these
variablesareavailableon the OnlineSupplement
(see Table S2 on the ASR Online Supplement:
http://www2.asanet.org/journals/asr/2005/
toc048.html).
When modeling the hazardof a downgrade,
we used the Weibullspecificationof the hazard:
h;(t)= Xa(7)"-1
whereX is the scale parameterdependingupon
a vector of coefficients and independentvariables, and at is the shape parameter,with the
hazardincreasingwhen et exceeds 1. Because
our dataset consisted of chef-restaurantdyad
years, there was within-clusterdependence of
yearly observations,and we used a robustesti-

mator or Huber-White sandwich estimatorto
obtain the results. We used the streg routinein
STATA8.0 to estimateourmodels.Italso enabled
us to accountfor the rightcensoringof observations.

RESULTS
Table2 presentsthe resultsfromouranalysesof
the causes for borrowing.We assessed whether
our control and independentvariablesexerted
differenteffects on the mean (RL)
countandvariance (u.2)in the count of techniquesborrowed.
Model 1 shows that the numberof prior stars
receivedhadno effect on the mean andvariance
in techniques borrowed by a chef-restaurant
dyad. However, prior upgrades significantly
increasedmeanborrowing,buthadinsignificant
effects on the variance.Prior downgradessignificantly diminished mean borrowing. Price
significantly reduced mean borrowing and
increased variance. Perceived skill (MOF
dummy)and the numberof rooms had a negligible effect. Priorcumulativechanges in signaturedishes increasedmean borrowing,but also
reducedvariance in techniquesborrowed.Allclassical chefs borrowed less, and this also
increased variance. By contrast, all-nouvelle
chefs borrowedmore, and this dummy significantly reduced variance. Chef tenure had no
effect on meanborrowing,but reducedvariance
in borrowing.High-statusborrowersin the same
region as the focal chef-restaurantdyad significantly increasedmean borrowingand significantlydecreasedvariancein techniquesborrowed
fromthe rivalcategory.Thus,therewas support
for Hypotheses 1 and 2.1
Models2 to 4 presentresultsdisaggregatedby
cuisine.Model2 relatesto thosewhose signature
dishes all belonged to classical cuisine. Prior
upgrades and downgrades had no significant
effects, and price had effects similar to those
observedwith Model 1. Classicalcuisinerestaurants affiliated with hotels and having rooms,
andthosefartherfromParisborrowedless. Highstatusborrowersin the same regionas the focal
chef-restaurant dyad significantly enhanced
mean borrowingand reducedvariancein tech-

1

Inunreported
analyses,we alsoaddedanindustryclock,butfounda similarpatternof supportfor
Hypotheses 1 and 2.
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Table2. Antecedentsof Borrowing:GeneralizedNegativeBinomialRegressionEstimates
Vector

Variable

Model 1

p.

Priorstars

.03
(.04)
.11***
(.03)
-. I 1**
(.04)
-.02*
(.01)
-.01
(.01)
.03
(.06)
.02***
(.009)
.09
(.07)

PriorUpgrades
PriorDowngrades
Price/1000
Numberof rooms
Location/1000
CumulativeChange
MOFaward
All Classical

Model2
(Classical)

Model3
(Nouvelle)

Model4
(Hybrid)

.02
(.13)
.19
(.13)
-.25
(.13)
-.01**
(.004)
-. 11**
(.03)
-.06***
(.01)
.12**
(.02)
.02
(.23)

.09
(.10)
-.001
(.07)
.04
(.08)
-.03
(.02)
.01
(.02)
.02*
(.01)
.01
(.01)
.03
(.14)

.02
(.04)
.13***
(.04)
-.14***
(.05)
-.01
(.01)
-.01
(.01)
.03
(.06)
.02*
(.01)
.10
(.07)

.03
(.03)
.04***
(.01)

-.04
(.08)
.13***
(.03)

.13*
(.06)
.03
(.02)

.01
(.03)
.03**
(.01)

.06
(.06)
-.07
(.06)
-.08
(.09)
.06**

-.02
(.16)
-.10
(.21)
-.06
(.21)
.02***

.20
(.13)
-.31 *
(.14)
-. 15
(.18)
.06

.06
(.07)
-.04
(.08)
-.09
(.12)
.03

(.02)

(.001)

(.06)

(.03)

.01
(.02)
-.008
(.01)
-.02*
(.01)
-.20
(.13)

.12**
(.04)
-.03
(.02)
-.10
(.04)
-.31
(.26)

.01
(.04)
-.02
(.02)
-.01
(.03)
-.22
(.25)

.01
(.02)
-.01
(.01)
-.01
(.02)
-.15
(.17)

-.15
(.13)

-.07
(.06)

-.82***

(.05)
All Nouvelle

.40***

(.03)
ChefTenure
High StatusBorrowersa
a2

Priorstars
PriorUpgrades
PriorDowngrades
Price/1000
Numberof rooms
Location/1000
CumulativeChange
MOFaward
All Classical

1.21***

All Nouvelle

-.38***

ChefTenure

-.09*
(.05)

-.23*
(.10)

High Status Borrowersa

-.04*

-. 15**

(.07)
(.07)

.001

-.03

(.06)
(.02)
(.05)
(.02)
10218
1770
3701
15689
Spells
10
10
12
10
Degreesof freedom
47.2***
120.1***
511.67***
WaldX2
15.0
Note: Datain parenthesesarerobuststandarderrorsof estimates.Constanthas been omitted.All X2tests are

based on a baseline model with no covariates. MOF award = un des Meilleurs Ouvriers de France award (One of

the Best Craftsmenof France).
a Numberof geographicallyproximatehigh statusborrowers.
* p <.05; **p <.01; ***p <.001 (two-tailedtests).
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niques borrowedfrom the rival category.Thus,
there continuedto be supportfor Hypotheses 1
and 2.
Model 3 pertains to those whose signature
dishes all belonged to nouvelle cuisine.
Interestingly,those fartherawayfromParisborrowed more, but the effects of high-statusborrowers on mean borrowing and variance in
borrowingwas not significant.The model does
not improvesignificantlyovera baselinemodel.
Model4 concernsthose chefs who hadhybrid
cuisines.At least one of theirdishesbelongedto
classical (nouvelle)cuisine, andtwo otherdishes were from nouvelle (classical) cuisine. The
results are roughly similar to those obtained
with Model 1, butwith one key difference:highstatusborrowersincreasedmean borrowingby
a hybrid chef, but did not reduce variance.In
short,Models 2 to 4 indicatethatemulation-led
borrowingweakenedboundariesmore for classical cuisinethanfor hybridcuisines,butnot for
nouvelle cuisine.
Table3 displaysthe resultsobtainedfromour
analysesof the effectsthatborrowinghadon the
hazardof downgrade.Model 5 shows that the
risk of a downgradeincreasedwith chef tenure
because the age parameterwas greaterthan 1.
Therefore,downgradeswere not the outcomeof
poor matchingbetween new chefs and restaurants. Those who received prior downgrades
were likely to havea significantlyhigherhazard
of a downgrade,but those who receiveda prior
upgrade and possessed an MOF awardhad a
significantly lower risk of a downgrade.The
greaterthe numberof starsreceived in the previous year,the higherwas the hazardof a downgrade. Price, rooms, location, and the change
dummyhadinsignificanteffects.However,prior
cumulative changes significantly lowered the
hazardof a downgrade,therebyindicatingthat
innovation in signature dishes was useful for
chefs.
Model 5 providesan opportunityto evaluate
whether there was support for Hypothesis 3a
and 3b. Nouvelle nonborrowershad the lowest
risk of a downgrade.Thus, there was partial
supportfor Hypothesis3a, whichassertsthatthe
greaterthe categoricalpurity,the lowerthe risk
of a downgrade.But neither all-classical borrowers nor all-nouvelle borrowershad higher
risks of a downgrade.Thus, there was no supportforHypothesis3b.Model 5 also includesthe
number of techniques borrowed,and this sig-

nificantly increased the risk of a downgrade.
Thus,therewas supportfor Hypothesis4, which
holds that borrowingleads to penalties.
Model 6 includes the effect of proportionof
chefs who borrowed and interacts it with the
total number of techniques borrowed by the
focal chef-restaurantdyad.The interactionwas
significant and negative,indicatingsupportfor
Hypothesis 5, which maintains that penalties
for borrowing are lowered when borrowing
becomes pervasive.
Models 7 to 9 presentresultsdisaggregatedby
type of cuisine to discern whetherthe costs of
borrowingvaried by type of cuisine. Model 7
concerns chefs whose three signature dishes
belonged to classical cuisine. Here,because the
we
sampleincludedonly all classicalrestaurants,
included only the all-classical nonborrower
dummy and treated all-classical borrowersas
the referencecategory.The dummywas insignificant. The numberof techniquesborrowedhad
a positiveeffect on the downgrade,but is not significant. Borrowingby otherchefs did not significantly lowerthe penaltyof a downgradefor
the focal chef.
Model 8 pertainsto chefs with all three signaturedishes in the nouvelle cuisine category.
Because the sample included only all-nouvelle
restaurants,we included only the all-nouvelle
nonborrowerdummy and treated all-nouvelle
borrowersas the referencecategory.The dummy
was significant and negative. The number of
techniquesborrowedhad an insignificanteffect
on the downgrade,andthe interactionterm(borrowing x proportionof chefs who borrow)was
insignificant.
Model 9 is based on a sample of chefs with
hybrid identities: at least one of their dishes
belonged to classical (nouvelle) cuisine, and
two otherdishes were fromnouvelle (classical)
cuisine. Because the sample included only
hybridrestaurants,we includedonly the hybrid
borrower dummy and treated hybrid nonborrowers as the reference category.The dummy
was insignificant. The number of techniques
borrowedsignificantly increasedthe hazardof
a downgrade, but this declined as the proportion of chefs who borrowed increased. Thus,
Models 7 to 9 imply that the costs of borrowing befell hybrididentitychefs, and thatpenalties declined for hybridchefs as the proportion
of borrowersincreased.
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Table3. WeibullHazardRateModelsof Downgrades
Variables
PriorStars
PriorUpgrade
PriorDowngrade
Price/1000
# of rooms
Location/1000
MOF award

Change
Timesince last change
Changex Age
CumulativeChanges
All-classicalNon-B
All-NouvelleNon-B

Model5
1.76***
(.16)
-.89***
(.22)
2.68***
(.19)
.01
(.08)
.07
(.07)
-.02
(.03)
-1.58***

Model6
1.74***
(.16)
-.86***
(.22)
2.69***
(.19)
.01
(.08)
.06
(.07)
-.02
(.03)
-1.58**

-18.1**

Model 9
(Hybrid)

2.5***
(.40)
-.92**
(.46)
3.1***
(.46)
.01
(.04)
.14
(.20)
-.06
(.10)

1.6***
(.17)
-1.04***
(.30)
2.7***
(.20)
.01
(.01)
.05
(.09)
-.02
(.05)

.59

-1.7**

(.66)
.19

(1.1)
3.1***

(1.0)
-1.6

(.54)

(.54)

(.86)

(1.6)

(.86)

-.02
(.10)
-.40*
(.24)
-. 10*
(.04)
-.06
(.35)
-12.7***
(.26)

-.03
(.10)
-.41 *

.11
(.12)
-1.6***
(.44)
-.35*
(.15)
-.28
(.80)
-

.21
(.28)
.28
(.85)
-.07
(.21)

-.03
(.10)
-.04
(.38)
-.09*
(.05)

(.24)
-.09*
(.04)
-.06
(.35)
-12.7***
(.26)

.21

.21

All-Nouvelle Borrower

(.45)
.24

(.45)
.24

(.35)

-.01
(.24)
No. of techniquesborrowed .06*
(.03)
Proportionwho blend
HybridBorrower

Age parameter

2.5***
(.28)
-.35
(.50)
2.5**
(.28)
.005
(.05)
.06
(.07)
.07
(.20)

Model8
(Nouvelle)

(.63)
.59

(.63)
.59

All-classical Borrower

Blend x Borroweda

Model7
(Classical)

-

1.29***
(.09)
15689
17

-15.60***
(.65)

(.35)

-.01
(.24)
1.3*
(.58)
.36
(4.3)
2.04*
(.96)
1.27***
(.09)
15689
19
6273.87***

4.5
(3.0)
-5.1
(11.6)
-7.3
(5.2)
1.47***
(.22)
3701
15

-.15
(1.9)
-3.1
(26.8)
-.33
(3.3)
1.74***
(.39)
1770
15

-.02
(.25)
2.1*
(.91)
3.9
(4.5)
-3.3*
(1.4)
1.28***
(. 12)
10218
15
397.71***

Spells
Degreesof Freedom
3862.7***
625.70***
6205.14***
Wald
?2
Note: Datain parenthesesarerobuststandarderrorsof estimates.Constanthas been omitted.All x2 tests are

based on a baseline model with no covariates. MOF award = un des Meilleurs Ouvriers de France award (One of

the Best Craftsmenof France);Non-B = non-borrower.
a Proportionof chefs who blendmultipliedby numberof techniquesborrowed.
* p < .05; ** p < .01; *** p < .001 (two-tailed tests).
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CHECKS
ROBUSTNESS
We conducted a numberof robustnesschecks
to account for the stability of our results and
reportonly the most salient results for the sake
of brevity.An alternativeapproachis to focus
on the choice of signature dishes. Eroding
boundariesimply that chefs straddledbetween
classical and nouvelle cuisine by their very
choice of signature dishes. Readers can ask
whetherthe distributionof signaturedishes into
classical and nouvelle categories is different
from one obtainedby chance for each year of
our observation.An implicationis thatone can
generate a random distribution of signature
dishes across chefs for each year and see
whether the observed distributionis different
from the random distribution.Although less
theoreticalin comparisonwith our own strategy, this approach allowed us to distinguish
between periods in which the observed distribution was differentfrom the randomdistribution (period of strongboundaries)and periods
in which the observed distributionwas not different from the random distribution (weak
boundaries).
We assumed that every year, each chef was
drawingsignaturedishes from a large number
of potential dishes, and likened it to a process
of choosingballs froman urn.A chef was therefore drawing from an urn with a very large
number of balls that were either classical or
nouvelle. Because a chef could drawonly three
signaturedishes each year, strong boundaries
meantthatchefs were eithercommittedto classical and drew no nouvelle dishes or committed to nouvelle and drewthreenouvelle dishes.
A committedclassicalchef who drewa nouvelle
dish, threw it away and drew again, and vice
versa for a committed nouvelle chef. Hybrid
chefs kept a nouvelle or classical dish.
In this case, we are in the world of binomial
draws(at least very nearlybecause manydraws
are nearly the same as replacing the ball after
each draw), and we can use the binomial formula to generatea randomdistributionof chefs
each yearand compareit with the observeddistributionfor thatyear. But generatingone random samplefor each yearmay not be sufficient,
so we generated100 such randomsampleseach
yearand comparedthem with the observeddistribution each year. We used the unmatched
Wilcoxontest because it is assumptionfree and
performedwell given the ordinalnatureof our

data(0-3 signaturedishes, with 0 being all classical, 3 being all nouvelle, and intermediate
states being hybrids).
Figure 1 shows the numberof times (out of
100) that the observed distribution was substantiallydifferentfrom the binomial distribution for each year. Early on, the differences
were acute, but they declined, therebyindicating a weakening of boundaries. A low was
touched in 1983, but then from the late 1980s
onward, especially, the observed distribution
was differentfrom the randomdistributionless
than 50 percent of the time each year.We used
a stringent condition to determine the era of
weakening boundaries, namely, that the
observed distributionhad to be differentfrom
the random distributionfor three consecutive
previous years. By this criterion, 1988 was the
cutoff point. This pattern fit with our interviews. Our informants suggested that mixing
became more rampantduring the later part of
the 1980s. Francois Simon, a journalist,
describedit as "theperiod of synthesis through
the technique,"and anotherMichelin inspector
said that the rule of transgressionhad become
squared,with the result that boundarieswere
becoming more ambiguous.
We constructeda year dummyto accountfor
the periodeffect since 1988 and undertookseveral analyses. Table 4 provides the results of
these analyses. We logged the numberof techniques to discern whether initial increases
undermined ratings more than subsequent
increases.Model 10 concernsdowngradesin the
until-1988 sample and shows that all-nouvelle
nonborrowershad the lowest risk of a downgrade.The log of the totalnumberof techniques
borrowedsignificantly increaseddowngrades,
so thereis evidence of strongboundariesbefore
1988. Model 11 studiesdowngradesin the post1988 sample and finds that all-nouvelle nonborrowersonce again had the lowest risk of a
downgrade.The effect of the numberof techniques borrowed is not significantly different
from zero. However, the question is whether
thereis a differencebetweenthe pre-1988coefficient and the post-1988 coefficient. Model
12 pools all observationstogether,introducesa
dummy variable set to 1 for all observations
until 1988 and 0 thereafter,and interacts the
period dummy with the numberof techniques
borrowed.The interactiontermis significantand
positive, thereby indicating that borrowing
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Figure 1. Numberof Samples(outof 100) DifferentfromBinomialDistribution

increaseddowngradesmore in the period until
1988 than after 1988. Thus, boundariesweakened after 1988.
Wethenturnedto upgrades.Model 13 shows
thatin the until-1988 sample,all-nouvellenonborrowersalso had the highest risk of upgrade,
once againunderscoringboundaries.Model 14
studies the post-1988 sample, and the results
show that all-classical nonborrowersand allnouvelle nonborrowershad low likelihoods of
sufferedin the era
upgrades.Thus,nonborrowers
of weakeningboundaries.All fourmodels show
that there were payoffs to categoricalpurity in
an era of segregationbefore 1988. However,in
an era wherein blending pressuresdominated,
being an all-nouvelle nonborrowerprotected
against a downgrade, but got no upside. By
contrast,classical chefs who were purists suffered,as did nouvelle puristsin the eraof weakening boundaries.Thus, therewere rewardsfor
experimentationin an era of weakenedboundaries.
These resultsalso fit well with the interview
data. Early on, nouvelle cuisine arose as an
identity movement in which classical cuisine
was treatedas the enemy. So until 1988, nouvelle cuisine exponents who did not borrow

from classical cuisine were protected. When
the strident opposition softened, as nouvelle
cuisine emphasized mixing and combination
during the period after 1988, classical cuisine
andnouvellecuisine chefs who did not combine
got penalized via low upgrades.
We conducteda numberof otherrobustness
tests thatwe do not reportfor the sake of brevity. We explored whether restaurantswith the
"wrong identity"were penalized via omission
in the Guide Michelin. We examined whether
restaurantslisted in Gault-Millau (the other
importantguide in France)also were listed in
the GuideMichelinand vice versa.Because the
GuideMichelin is more comprehensive,it was
not a surprisethat virtually all the restaurants
featuredin Gault-Millauwere listed also in the
GuideMichelin.However,we foundthatseveral
restaurantscoveredin the GuideMichelinwere
excluded by Cault-Millau. We computed a
dependentvariablecalled "missing"and set it
to 1 when a restaurantwas featuredin the Guide
Michelinbut excluded from Gault-Millau,and
0 when it was featured in both guides. Our
results showed that Gault-Millau tended to
exclude restaurantswhen they were older, had
pure classical menus, and tended to borrow
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Table4. RobustnessTests:WeibullModelsof UpgradeandDowngrade
Model 10
(to 1988)
DependentVariable
PriorStars

Downgrade
1.72***
(.15)
-.70*
PriorUpgrade
(.27)
2.52**
PriorDowngrade
(.21)
-.02
Price/1000
(.08)
.11
# of rooms
(.07)
-.03
Location/1000
(.04)
-1.30*
MOFaward
(.65)
.89
Change
(.57)
-.11
Timesince lastchange
(.14)
-.53**
Changex Age
(.26)
-.09*
CumulativeChanges
(.05)
.18
All-classicalNon-B
(.37)
-12.77***
All-NouvelleNon-B
(.30)
.05
All-classicalBorrower
(.57)
.05
All-NouvelleBorrower
(.20)
-.06
HybridBorrower
(.35)
No. of techniquesborrowed .38*
(.20)
1988 Dummy

-

Model 11
(post 1988)

Model 12
(Interaction)

Model 13
(to 1988)

Model 14
(post 1988)

Downgrade
2.21***
(.37)
-1.66**
(.50)
3.65***
(.44)
.06**
(.02)
-.01
(. 13)
-.02
(.07)
-3.66**
(1.28)
-.92
(.93)
.12
(.10)
.16
(.36)
-.06
(.08)
-.34
(.85)
-11.56***
(.62)
.72
(.64)
.38
(.78)
-.18
(.46)
-.19
(.32)

Downgrade
1.73***
(.15)
-.75***
(.22)
2.66***
(.20)
.01
(.08)
.05
(.07)
-.02
(.03)
-1.68***
(.64)
.63
(.50)
-.04
(.10)
-.42*
(.27)
-.09**
(.05)
-.02
(.35)
-12.72***
(.26)
.09
(.50)
.13
(.41)
-.07
(.30)
-.10
(.25)

Upgrade
-2.36***
(.31)
1.99***
(.17)
.21
(.21)
.04***
(.01)
.05
(.07)
-.02
(.03)
.35
(.34)
.99*
(.44)
-.31*
(.16)
-.57**
(.21)
-.02
(.05)
-.51
(.33)
.91*
(.41)
-.03
(.53)
.78
(.49)
.09
(.37)
-.18
(.24)

Upgrade
-2.95***
(.55)
2.30***
(.18)
.006
(.35)
.07***
(.01)
-.13
(.08)
.01**
(.004)
.74*
(.40)
1.03
(.95)
-.04
(.12)
-.36
(.37)
-.25***
(.07)
-1.65*
(.72)
-14.25***
(.49)
.84
(.60)
.04
(.49)
.26
(.42)
-.16
(.26)

-

.06

-

-

(.33)
1988 Dummy x Borrowed

Spells
Age Parameter
Degreesof Freedom
WaldX2

-

10942
1.36***
(.12)
17
5027.89***

-

4747
1.36***
(.21)
17
931.17***

.49*

(.25)
15689
1.34**
(.10)
19
6256.10***

-

10942
1.29***
(.09)
17
512.62***

4747
1.44***
(.16)
17
1590.73***

Note: Datain parenthesesarerobuststandarderrorsof estimates.Constanthas been omitted.All X2tests are
basedon a baselinemodelwith no covariates.MOFaward= un des MeilleursOuvriersde Franceaward(Oneof
the Best Craftsmenof France);Non-B = non-borrower.
a 1988Dummymultipliedby numberof techniquesborrowed.
* p < .05; ** p < .01; ***p < .001 (two-tailedtests).
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froma rivalcuisine. It includedrestaurantsthat
were higherpriced and tendedto change often.
These results provide striking evidence that
restaurants with the "wrong identity" were
excluded from Gault-Millau rather than the
Guide Michelin.
We used zero-inflated negative binomial
models to discern whetherthe effects of highstatus borrowerswere differentbetween those
with zero countsandthose with a nonzerocount
of techniquesborrowed.We foundthathigh-status borrowersreducedthe probabilityof having
a zero count and increased the count of techniquesborrowed.Moreover,becauseourcounts
of borrowingwere censored at the top end, we
reranTable4 with censored regressionor tobit
models and obtained comparableresults. We
also included a lagged dependent variable
(numberof techniquesborrowedby the chef in
the prioryear)andreranModel2. We foundthat
the effect of geographically proximate highstatus borrowerson the mean numberof techniques borrowed became insignificant.
However,it continuedto decreasevariancesignificantly.The implicationis thatborrowingby
high-statusactorsjump-startedinitialadoption
by the focal actor, but once the focal
chef-restaurantdyad had borrowed,the chef's
past actionscreatedmomentumfor furtherborrowing.Globally,however,borrowingby highstatusactorsreducedvariancein the system, so
chefs convergedon a new standardof borrowing.
Otherunreportedfindingsconcernouranalyses of the effects of borrowing. We checked
whetherour results held if we included in our
analysisthe proportionof blending ratherthan
the total amount of borrowing. We therefore
used a Herfindahlindex, which measuredconcentrationof techniques in a cuisine for each
chef-restaurant dyad. In our context, each
chef-restaurantdyadcouldbe treatedas a "market,"and classical and nouvelle cuisine could
have "shares."We foundthatthose whose techniques were concentratedin one cuisine were
more likely to have positive ratings.We ascertainedwhetherour resultsheld if we addedthe
blendingof ingredientsto the blendingof techniques, and obtained results similar to those
reportedin Tables 4 and 5. We also checked
whether our results held if we clustered our
observations by chefs rather than by
chef-restaurant dyads, or for that matter, by

restaurants.Clusteringby chefs or by restaurants
producedresultscomparablewith those reported in Tables 3 and 4.

DISCUSSION
Althoughsociological analysesof marketshave
emphasized the effects of strong categorical
boundaries,they have devotedlittle attentionto
the causes and consequences of boundaryerosion. Our findings speak to the call for more
research on the "the conditions under which
boundariesgeneratedifferentiationor dissolve
to produce hybridity" (Lamont and Molnar,
2002:189). Ourfindingson the causes of boundary erosion enlarge the reach of neo-institutional theory, and our results on the effects of
boundaryerosion informsociological analyses
of markets.Both sets of findings arerelevantto
culturalsociologists. We elaboratethem in the
following discussion.
CONTRIBUTIONS
TONEO-INSTIT7UTIONAL
THEORY

A centralproblemin neo-institutionaltheory is
thatthe durabilityof the strengthof institutions
poses a challenge for understanding institutional change: if institutionsconstrain,how is
change possible? (Clemens and Cook 1999).
Much of the literaturehas emphasized exogenous shocks as the triggers of change, but has
given short shriftto the endogenous sources of
change, especially, deinstitutionalization
(DiMaggio 1991; Scott 2001). Moreover,
althoughneo-institutionalistsagree thatculture
is a tool kit (Swidler 1986), and that actors
engage in bricolage(Douglas 1986), thereis little researchon how actorscreativelytinkerwith
techniques from rival categories infused with
competing logics (Campbell2003).
Our study enlarges the reach of neo-institutional theory by developing an endogenous
account of the deinstitutionalizationof categorical boundariesin the case of an opposing
category pair.We have suggested that the key
to boundaryerosionwas the borrowingof techniques from a rival category,which led to the
crossover of culturalmaterials.When boundaries are strong because of external sanctions,
most actors do not borrow,and the small number that do borrow,do so most of the time. As
a result,the mean numberof elements (4) bor-
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rowed from the rival category for each actor is
in the numlikelyto be low,butthe variance
(0-2)
ber of elements borrowedis high.
Conversely,
when boundariesare eroding,the mean number
of elements (jz) borrowedby an actorfrom the
rivalcategoryincreases,butthe variance(0.2)in
the numberof elements borroweddeclines.
In the currentstudy,geographicallyproximate
high-statusactorshad more latitudeto be original, could borrowtechniques from a rival category,and served as influentialrole models for
other chefs. Thus, boundaries between categories weakenedwhen membersof a category
borrowedfromthe rivalcategoryandthe sources
of erosion were endogenous.
The mean varianceframeworkfor looking at
borrowingfocused on techniques,but one can
easily generalize it to other contexts such as
the borrowingof culturalcarriers:for example,
personnel,artifacts,and symbols betweenrival
categories or systems. Our study looked at
boundaryerosion, but one can also conceive of
boundary institutionalizationas a process in
which the mean numberof elements borrowed
declines and varianceincreases. We think that
focusing on mean elements importedand variance in these elements is a useful step in understandingculturaldiversityin organizationallife.
OFMARKETS
CONTRIBUTIONS
TOSOCIOLOGY

The categories that define a form or a genre
imply not only penalties, but also a blueprint
(Carrolland Hannan2000:67). To date, sociologicalanalysesof marketshaveanalyzedpenalties by showing that sanctions are levied on
those who cross categories because critics and
consumersare specializedby category(Carroll
and Swaminathan2000; Zuckermanand Kim
2000). By doing so, these studies imply that
the penaltiespreservethe blueprintunderlying
a category.However,therehas been little direct
investigationof blueprintsand how alterations
in the blueprintcan lead to changesin the penalties. The borrowingof techniques from a rival
category fuels recombinationand impairs the
blueprint,therebyprovidingan opportunityto
understandhow weakenedblueprintsaltersocial
sanctions.
Our study respondsto this gap in the literature.As describedin the precedingsection, we
show that boundary weakening occurs when
borrowing from a rival category leads to the

weakening of blueprints, and specify how it
occurs throughan endogeneous process kickstartedby high-statusactors.
Our results also show that the oppositional
categorypairshavea hierarchicalstructure.The
results of our hazard rate analyses show that
nouvelle nonborrowers were least likely to
receive a downgrade.Furtheranalyses demonstratedthatthey were likely to benefit in an era
of strong boundaries when authenticity mattered because nouvelle cuisine was in strident
opposition to classical cuisine. Thus, claims to
categoricalpurityimply risks of contamination
and concomitantsanctions.These risks decline
when boundariesare weakening and mixing is
welcomed.As a result,classical borrowersbenefited duringthe era of weakened boundaries,
and classical nonborrowers suffered. These
results suggest that the risks of contamination
for purists depend on the strengthof blending
processes.
Our analyses of French haute cuisine show
that those who borrowedtechniques received
penalties in the form of a downgradeby external evaluators.We showthatthe penaltiesdiminished as the fraction of chefs who borrowed
increased and borrowing became prevalentin
the social system.Thus,changesin the blueprint
diminish the symbolic potency of boundaries
and deactivatepenalties for boundarycrossing.
One reasonis thatwidespreadborrowingis tantamountto repeatedcode violations,andrepeated code violations in turnimpairthe potency of
social sanctions. A second reason is that pervasive borrowing increases the costs for critics-of discerning violations and justifying
penalties. Indeed, our interviews with critics
suggested that their evaluation task became
more complex and uncertaindue to the mixing
of genres. Our finding is similar to Rosenfeld
and Kim's (2005) discovery that the cost of
nontraditional marriages and gay unions
declines as they become more common, and
underscoresa generalprocesswherebythe ubiquity of violations impairspenalties.
In contrastto priorresearch,which has studied contexts in which critics specialize by category and cannot understandfirms that cross
boundaries(Zuckerman1999; Zuckermanand
Kim 2003), we studiedthe relationshipbetween
chefs and a single yet powerfulcritic,the Guide
Michelin, an organization with trained staff,
whose ratings spell stardomor loss for chefs.
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The relationshipbetween chefs and a predominantly influential critic is far from idiosyncratic.Firmsaremonitoredby a single regulator
in many industries. For example, law schools
andmedicalschools haveinfluentialcriticswho
rate them, and Robert Parker'sWineAdvocate
is farmore consequentialthanmany otherwine
ratings. Our study shows that despite the
unequal relationship between chefs and the
GuideMichelin situation,the critic was less an
enforcerof ex-ante boundariesthanan ex-post
teller of tales. Actorsredrewcategoricalboundariesthroughborrowing,and critics in turnrecognized these new boundaries.
TOCULTURAL
SOCIOLOGY
CONTRIBUTIONS
Finally,ourfindingsalso informa debateamong
culturalsociologists as to when actors are univores focusing on one genre or omnivoresgobbling up genres. Sociological analyses of
consumptionhave shownthathigh-statusactors
(defined as those with higher education and
income) consume many artistic genres, and
thereby blur boundaries. Peterson and Kern
(1996) found that high-brow individualsliked
low-browand middle-browmusical genres and
suggestedthatelites were omnivoresratherthan
snobs. Bryson (1996) reported that educated
respondentswho likedmultiplegenresof music
also rejected genres such as rap, heavy metal,
and countrythatwere associated with the least
educated.
In contrastto these studies, our own study
analyzedthe behaviorof producers.The results
show that producers who experienced an
upgradein their statuswere more likely to borrow techniques from a rival category,whereas
those afflictedby a downgradein theirstatusdid
not cross genres. Interestingly,neitherskill nor
tenure affected the tendency to cross genres.
These results partly complement sociological
studies of consumptionshowing that high-status actors are more likely to devourgenres.
Nevertheless,therearetwo importantdifferences betweenthe consumptionof culturalgenres andculturalproductionof those genres.One
differencepertainsto the salience of authenticity. Producersface a tension. They have to be
original while also conforming to the conventions of a genre. High-statusactors have more
latitudewith being original. They can borrow

from anothergenre and sparka process of imitation by their peers.
A second differenceis thatproducershaveto
contend with critics who serve as the eyes and
ears of consumers. Critics tend the borderand
are concerned with authenticity,so borrowing
invites penalties from critics. However, when
high-status actors jump-start an imitative
process, and borrowing of techniques from
anothergenre becomes rampant,the penalties
diminish. Thus, producersare not subservient
to critics, but instead, redefine boundariesfor
the criticsto recognize. So critics aremidwives
of boundary change rather than zealous
guardiansof genres.
By studyingthe social determinantsof categoricalboundaries,ourarticlebringsinto focus
the culturalscope of firms-the appropriateness
of their domain of activity. Although a large
literatureon the economics of scope focuses on
how internalcoordinationcosts determinethe
efficient boundaries of organizations
(Williamson 1985), much less attention has
been devotedto the externaldeterminantsof the
culturalscope of actors in markets.A number
of questions deserve attention. How does the
entry of new critics reshape understandings
about categorical boundaries and the cultural
scope of firms? What is the division of labor
between internalaudiences (membersof a profession or an industry)and externalaudiences
(critics)? How do social movements prompt
change in the division of labor?Researchinto
these andrelatedquestionsis essential if we are
to build a theory of culturalscope to complement the theory of economic scope and show
how external processes rather than internal
coordinationcosts influence the boundariesof
organizations.
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